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Violence has long been a tool of choice in the political arena to achieve goals and secure 

a hold on power. When peace fails, the powerful often turn to violence. In George Lucas’s 

fictional Star Wars universe, Senator Palpatine noted this concept when he stated, “There is no 

civility – only politics.”1 Yet political violence is not a phenomenon that only exists in a galaxy 

far, far away. Though people in America today generally take comfort that presidents, senators, 

and congressmen alike fear the ballot more than the bullet, this has not always been the case. The 

longevity of the American experiment has been built by political violence just as much as by 

political peace. Often, however, Americans want to acknowledge the violent trends in political 

history without actually owning them. Consider the episodes of intense political violence that 

have critically shaped the political history of Kentucky. Eastern Kentucky especially suffered 

from political crises following the Civil War. Yet what was happening in Eastern Kentucky 

should not be understood as separate from the larger political environment. Rather, violence in 

Eastern Kentucky reflected the larger political atmosphere. 

Perhaps no incident in the violent political history of Breathitt County has been 

misremembered more than the events that transpired on November 8, 1921. For the first time in 

nearly fifty years the Republican Party was poised to make major inroads locally. This naturally 

created tension with the Democratic Party, intent on maintaining its mountain bastion.  The 

friction boiled over into all-out conflict when the voting rights of an elderly woman were 

contested. Men already looking to solve their problems with “politics by other means” drew 

pistols and, by the time the smoke cleared, four men fell dead with seventeen others wounded. 

This proved to be the bloodiest episode of political violence in Kentucky, and the next day the 

New York Times covered the event, stating that “[n]o battle as deadly as this has been fought in 
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the Kentucky Mountains, not even when feudism had full sway and fatal encounters were of 

almost daily occurrence.”2 

 Despite the scope of this bloody shootout, the Clayhole incident has at best been ignored 

by scholarly research or at worst relegated to yet another “feud” in a county notorious for similar 

incidents. This word “feud” has been not only depoliticized but like many of the incidents in 

Breathitt County misunderstood. John Ed Pearce observed that “[p]uristically, the term feud 

should be limited to inter-family or clan rivalries persisting over one or more generations and 

involving armed combat to the death.”3 Yet the events that transpired in Breathitt County, 

particularly at Clayhole, transcended the “pre-political realm of the oikos [the family].”4 The 

danger rests in reducing this violence down into stereotypical images of “the bearded, one-gallus, 

barefoot mountaineer, sucking his corncob pipe, his jug of moonshine on his shoulder and his 

trusty rifle ready to deal death to his neighbors.”5 Breathitt County wasn’t an isolated, backwater 

locale; the violence here reflected events transpiring at both the state and national level. These 

three levels fit together as concentric circles. The outermost layer consists of the broader national 

context. That circle informs the second circle: Kentucky and the nature of two-party politics. The 

third circle consists of Breathitt County and the dynamics of machine politics. Finally, the 

Clayhole election battle served as an epilogue to an on-going struggle in Breathitt County for 

political power wherein violence was thought a necessary measure in securing and maintaining 

control. 

 These conflicts are not remembered within this broader political context but rather as the 

“family feuds” described by Pearce. Historian T.R.C. Hutton noted that “their stories were 

distorted by the language used to describe their actions.”6 This way of analyzing political 

violence in Eastern Kentucky only feeds a one-dimensional understanding of Appalachia. Many 
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of the conflicts that occurred within Breathitt County have been wrapped in the word “feud, a 

word Americans associate with history even though it has been used to defy and deny history in 

places like Breathitt County.”7 As Hutton pointed out, feud is “a vague expression…applied to 

various sorts of violent events in order to make their particulars less knowable…[f]eud…was a 

device of depoliticization, obscuring or removing political implications of political violence.”8 

Yet political homicides have political consequences. “Feud” also suggests an isolated 

phenomenon, something particular to a region rather than universal. The political violence in 

Breathitt County did not result from the “Kentucky stereotype.” Rather, Hutton suggests that 

“violent acts had more to do with the allocation of power within…boundaries than it did 

with…isolated mountaineers’ alleged pathological tendencies.”9   

 As America approached the twentieth century, political violence was not an unknown 

phenomenon. In fact, “[v]iolence has accompanied virtually every stage and aspect of our 

national existence.”10 During this epoch, a new form of political violence, assassination, also 

entered the American experience. Assassinations sent a very political message as a “calculated 

act of political expediency.”11 Assassination reached the highest offices in the land; not even the 

President of the United States was spared. On September 6, 1901, President William McKinley 

was gunned down by anarchist Leon Czolgosz at the Pan-American Exposition in Buffalo, New 

York.  

 Rumored to be in Czolgosz’s pocket at the time of the assassination was a poem written 

by Ambrose Bierce and published in the February 1900 issue of William Randolph Hearst’s New 

York Journal: 

The bullet that pierced Goebel’s breast 
Can not be found in all the West; 
Good reason, it is speeding here 
To stretch McKinley on his bier.12 
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This alarmingly prophetic poem alluded to an episode in Kentucky’s political history that 

served as a precursor to the McKinley assassination. In 1896, McKinley managed to capture 

Kentucky in a landslide; not only that, but a fellow Republican, William Bradley, secured the 

Governor’s Mansion for the first time in the state’s history.  “The Democratic cauldron was hot; 

not only had a Republican been elected to the governorship, but the state had gone Republican in 

a national election.”13 Out of this noxious atmosphere rose a firebrand, a Kentucky Democrat by 

the name of William Goebel. Goebel differed from the traditional “conservative, well-to-do, 

aristocratic, ex-Confederate” candidate and was considered “more demagogic, more radical, 

more willing to please tenant farmers.”14   

 At a raucous “Music Hall Convention” in June 1899 William Goebel secured his party’s 

nomination for the gubernatorial election.15 The divisive campaign Goebel subsequently blazed 

cost him the general election; Republican William Taylor narrowly eked out a victory. Though 

Goebel conceded shortly before Taylor’s December inauguration, several Democrats who had 

previously denounced Goebel now pointed fingers at Republicans, accusing them of election 

fraud. Buoyed by this new support, Goebel “rescinded his concession and returned to Frankfort 

in January to question more than one-third of the state’s counties’ returns.”16 The Republicans 

retaliated by “summoning more than a thousand armed men from the eleventh congressional 

district.”17 On the morning of January 30, Goebel was gunned down by a hidden rifleman while 

walking by the statehouse. 

 William Goebel’s assassination must be situated within the context of the two-party 

system within Kentucky. After all, unlike President McKinley – shot by a lone anarchist outside 

the American political system – Goebel was likely killed by his political opponents within the 

two-party system. Democrats consistently “[e]ven with vigorous, honest, two-party 
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competition…refused to accept [Republican] legitimacy.”18 Henry Watterson of the Louisville 

Courier Journal sneered that “Republicanism is simply an epidemic. Like Federalism, cholera, 

Know-Nothingism and yellow fever, when it has run its course, it will pass away.”19 When 

“Goebel’s nomination for governor…split the Democratic Party in Kentucky,”20 Republicans 

saw the schism as their chance to capitalize on a fragmented Democracy. 

 Goebel’s assassination galvanized state Democrats, however. In death he became the folk 

hero that he never was in life. The fractured party slowed realized that Goebel’s death presented 

an opportunity to rally around a common cause again. “Even Democrats who had once hated 

Goebel frequently conjured up the ‘martyr to the party’s cause,’ and his memory became the 

bloody shirt of Kentucky politics for nearly a decade.”21 “In the wake of the assassination, the 

Democratic legislative majority had declared enough ballots illegal to make Goebel the victor.”22 

By pinning the Goebel Affair on the Republican Party, Democrats healed the wounds within 

their own divisive political paradigm and recaptured their hegemony. The sordid affair 

“discredited the Republican Party and crippled the Republican mountain counties, contributing 

directly to their lack of influence in Frankfort and thus their inability to gain needed state money 

for roads and schools.”23  

 The two-party competitiveness and the use of political violence distilled down from the 

state level broadly to Breathitt County particularly. The events that resulted in William Goebel’s 

assassination greatly altered the political atmosphere of this eastern Kentucky Democratic 

stronghold. Political violence was certainly not a new phenomenon here. During the Civil War, 

Breathitt County was one of the few Confederate strongholds in southeastern Kentucky. 

However, Unionists in the county – especially under the banner of Captain William Strong – 

were not content with Breathitt County’s rebellion. Since Kentucky did not fall under the 
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purview of Reconstruction, many Confederate sympathizers in Breathitt County remained in 

control. Strong and his militarized Republicans waged consistent guerrilla warfare to rectify their 

plight. Strong engaged the ex-Confederate aggregators in a series of ambushes and shootouts that 

eventually resulted in a bloody occupation of the local courthouse. 

Despite Strong’s lengthy campaign, however, Breathitt County remained primarily a one-

party county. What Captain Strong did accomplish, however, was setting a dark and violent 

political tone that continued to define political interactions in the county. Over the course of 

several years, Breathitt Democrat James Hargis managed to create “a quintessential Gilded Age 

courthouse ring”24 utilizing such tactics. In 1901 he decided to formally cement his hold over 

Breathitt County as county judge. This dynamic political move, dubbed by the New York Times 

as “the uncrowned [Czar] of Eastern Kentucky,”25 created a powerhouse that was “Breathitt’s 

debut into political circles in her long robes of state.”26 However, some Democrats could not 

accept Hargis’s bloody history and joined ranks with a Republican fusionist ticket led by 

prominent local attorney James B. Marcum. Marcum, a nephew of Captain Strong, “was a rising 

star among Kentucky Republicans” though not a “crusading ‘war element’ Republican.”27 The 

young lawyer challenged the Democratic establishment through peaceful means; his 

unimpeachable character made him too dangerous to Hargis’s machine. As his fusionist allies 

were assassinated, Marcum discovered he had reason to fear for his own life. He reported to the 

Republican-owned Lexington Leader that he had consistently been receiving death threats. 

Marcum corroborated these claims with an affidavit from a client, who claimed “Judge 

Hargis…had once offered him money to kill Marcum.”28 Hargis claimed that he and his allies 

“were never in any feud.”29 Interestingly, Hargis used the word “feud” here to depoliticize the 

many deaths surrounding his political machine. “For years, Bloody Breathitt had had feud 
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imposed upon it from the outside world. Now, at least one Breathitt native found a way to use 

this contrived narrative to his advantage. By establishing that [he] was besieged, [Hargis] 

justified any…violence directed at his enemies as retribution, while simultaneously obscuring its 

political import.”30 

With these assassinations now safely labeled as “feuds,” Hargis moved against his most 

dangerous foe. In May 1903 James Marcum was assassinated in broad daylight in the doorway of 

the Breathitt County Courthouse. His murder was lamented as another death in the on-going feud 

narrative crafted by Hargis. The Louisville Courier Journal reported that “[t]he feud which took 

Mr. Marcum’s life has caused, it is said, no less than forty deaths in the last two years. This 

would be an astounding statement to anyone who was a stranger to these mountain vendettas.”31 

Other newspapers followed suit in portraying the Marcum murder as mere extrapolitical 

lawlessness. “Breathitt County’s violence had to be…purely internal and without any greater 

significance.”32 In reality, Marcum was “a politician killed by other politicians…[h]is death was 

the elimination of a challenge to the local political status quo established and maintained by 

entrenched Democratic elites who sought to demonstrate the futility of Republican dissent 

through the use of violence.”33 Though several Republicans pointed out the similarities between 

Goebel’s death and Marcum’s homicide, the “feud” linguistics remained. 

The importance of Judge Hargis’s courthouse ring to the strength of the Democratic Party 

in Breathitt County became apparent after his demise. The collapse of Hargis’s machine, which 

at its apex controlled “at least one-half the business interest of Breathitt County”34 alongside the 

courthouse and judicial system, offered hope to local Republicans to finally wrest the county 

away from Democrats. Hargis’s reign of terror proved to be a “thorn, in the political flesh of the 

party for most of [Governor Beckham’s] nearly eight years as chief executive of the state.”35 
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This was most apparent when “[i]n possibly the most dramatic display of the injury done to the 

Democratic Party by the accusations against Hargis…William Jennings Bryan was edged out by 

William Howard Taft in Breathitt County’s ballot box in 1908, the only time between 1840 and 

2008 the county was ever carried by a Republican presidential candidate.”36 The stage was set 

for the Clayhole affair.  

By 1921, Republicans looked poised to make major inroads in Breathitt County. These 

dynamics created palpable tension. Remembering the grim days of Judge Hargis, some county 

officials took proactive measures. The night before “Coroner Sam Carpenter, Republican, 

appointed 14 deputies…their intended function was to help keep the peace.” One such deputy 

was William Barnett, who testified that he “had been appointed to execute some papers and 

make some arrests.”37 His witness, corroborated by newspaper sources, claimed that one of the 

first signs of trouble started the night before the polls opened. The Louisville Courier-Journal 

reported that “Tom Haddix…was certified by the Breathitt County Election Commissioners”38 to 

serve as an election officer at the Clayhole precinct. The night before, however, “Cleveland 

Combs came here and made affidavit before the commissioners that Haddix was ill and could not 

serve. He requested that the ballot box be turned over to him.”39 The morning of Election Day 

Haddix decided that he would in fact serve in his official capacity. There had been minor 

disturbances the night before that might have contributed to Haddix’s change of heart. 

“Democrats riding down Riley Creek, where they spent the night before the battle, fired off their 

pistols and yelled their disapproval.”40 In addition, the “rumor was spread the night before that 

the polling place would be “torn up” when it was opened in the morning. The fact that the phone 

lines were cut strengthened the belief that men were organized to carry on a fight.”41 Barnett, 

concerned about the possibility of voter fraud, insisted that Haddix serve his duty; when he 
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relented the next morning, the two went to the Clayhole Voting House - only to find Cleveland 

Combs, as well as his brothers Leslie Combs and Asburry Combs, serving as election officers 

instead.  

 The Democratic Party had a predominant majority in the Clayhole precinct, “ranging 

from 225 to 300 votes.”42 Only about thirteen Republican voters were even registered to vote 

here. Thus, the election officials appointed were entirely Democratic. However, trouble during 

the primary season had caused a major rift in the local party. Defeated Democratic judge 

candidate Ed Combs started a campaign to swing the Clayhole precinct toward the Republicans. 

Several disgruntled Democrats joined Combs’s crusade, providing the local Democratic Party 

with sufficient fear that they might just lose this overwhelmingly Democratic precinct. After the 

Clayhole shootout, Republicans charged that Cleveland Combs had undermined the duly elected 

Tom Haddix in order to ensure that Clayhole remained safely in Democratic hands. The 

Louisville Post reported that “[t]he Democrats were trying to carry Clayhole for their party and 

the Republicans were trying to keep them from stealing it.”43 When Tom Haddix demanded to 

serve, a minor altercation broke out. However, after some intervention from Will Barnett, 

Haddix agreed to allow the Combses to act within an official capacity.  

 The peace did not last long, however. Katie Sizemore – “granny woman, white headed 

and old-like”44 – arrived shortly thereafter and demanded her right to vote for the Republican 

slate. George Allen, working alongside the Combs brothers, “offered her ten dollars to vote the 

other way. [He] grabbed her by the arm and asked her how she was going to vote. “For 

[Republicans] Little and Caudle and Noble,” she said. “I’d die and go to hell before you’d vote 

that way,” said Allen, and pushed her away.”45 At this time, election officers were able to wield 

tremendous power to stop voters at the polls and inquire whom they intended to vote for – 
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especially, in this case, unarmed elderly women. Will Barnett witnessed Sizemore run away from 

the polling place, which incensed Ed Combs. He stormed into the voting house and demanded 

that the Democrats “let them people vote, or vote the way they wanted to vote.”46 Combs kept 

insisting on a free and fair election; George Allen, however, declared, “Goddamn the law! There 

ain’t any law.”47 When Combs challenged Allen’s authority to be acting within the voting house, 

Allen indicated his pistol. “I have got my rights right there.”48 At this point Barnett went under 

the wire that separated the polling place from the rest of the building and informed George Allen 

that if he didn’t behave he would be placed under arrest.  

Sources conflict over who fired the first shot that within minutes sparked a frenzy. 

Whatever the case, as soon as the first pistol erupted, gunfire flashed throughout the shanty. At 

least “fifty or a hundred shots [were] fired inside of a minute.”49 Smoke clogged the air within 

the squat little voting house, the smell of the black gunpowder nauseatingly heavy. When the 

smoke finally settled, four men lay dead within a radius of fifty feet, seventeen others severely 

wounded.  

The bloody shootout created a massive political aftershock. The local Jackson Times 

reported that “[t]his is one of the saddest occurrences that has ever happened in this county and is 

causing great sorrow among the people.”50 The Lexington Herald denounced the bloodbath as 

“the greatest tragedy in Kentucky since the assassination of Goebel.”51 Initially, the stories 

covering the events appropriately situated Clayhole within a political context. The New York 

Times, for instance, noted that “[t]he Combses belong to one of the most prominent political 

factions in [Kentucky].”52 In filing his petition for a change of venue in the subsequent court 

cases, Commonwealth Attorney J.M. McDaniel noted the web of politics woven into the 

Clayhole case. Due to the fact that the presiding circuit judge and even the Commonwealth 
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Attorney himself had been voted into office that election day – as well as the fact that “parties 

killed were engaged as election workers…while some parties killed were election officers…and 

[there are] many partisans throughout Breathitt County,”53 the cases should be transferred 

elsewhere. The emphasis remained on the political nature of the killings and the lingering, 

tenebrous atmosphere. 

As the judicial system moved to resolve the aftermath, however, a different narrative 

appeared. The Clayhole defendants themselves started this process when they filed an innovative 

petition to simply drop the case and “let bygones be bygones and there will be no further 

disturbance or difficulty over said matter, and we state that it was an election fight [that] came up 

on the spur of the moment.”54 All thirteen defendants – nine Republicans and four Democrats – 

as well as hundreds of witnesses signed the petition. The phrasing, however, “described the 

bloody election-day battle in the light of a little difficulty among friends in which the authorities 

could not conceivably be deeply interested.”55 This divorced the Clayhole shootout from any 

political context and again situated the affray in light of “Bloody Breathitt,” the idea that friends 

could violently draw pistols on one another instantly without any deeper context. In addition, the 

way in which the court cases themselves were conducted helped relegate the Clayhole affray to 

the sidelines of just another “feud.”  

Despite attempts by the outside world to portray otherwise, “Breathitt County is not a 

remote section, out of touch with civilization, where ignorance might be pleaded in extenuation 

of the shameful lawlessness. Breathitt County has furnished men of brains, of power, and of the 

highest integrity.”56 The violence witnessed at Troublesome Creek on Election Day 1921 

reflected political violence across the United States. “[P]arty lines were sharply drawn in said 

election in Breathitt County…and all partisans were interested in the outcome of the election.”57 
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Yet the idea that the Clayhole episode was an epilogue to another feud persisted. Despite the 

attention paid to Bloody Breathitt’s history of violence, scant research has been devoted to 

Clayhole’s potential political causes. State historian James Klotter noted that “[p]olitics, for 

instance, created ill-will in various feuds, while fighting – even shooting – at election time 

seemed commonplace. The bloodiest of those affrays was the so-called ‘Battle of Clayhole.’”58 

Consider the display devoted to the Clayhole event at the local Breathitt County Museum. Above 

the alleged ballot box from the incident hangs a plaque devoted to explaining the battle. With the 

simple title of “Feuding,” the plaque states that: “Feuding began during the Civil War and carried 

on for many years afterward. Weaknesses in the law enforcement and justice system led many to 

seek private revenge. Killing and hatred would carry through several generations…last in the 

series of Breathitt County shootouts was the Clayhole election day massacre which took place 

November 8, 1921.”59 By placing Clayhole within the on-going story of feuds and lawlessness, 

political consequences are divorced from the event.  

Years after the Clayhole battle, participant Ed Davis attempted to refute these popular 

assumptions. “There wasn’t any feudin’ on Troublesome then. The only feudin’ was over who 

should be elected to what.”60 Political differences caused men to draw arms against each other 

and ignited a frantic gun battle that left four men dead, several others wounded, and a county 

sharply divided. Only by situating these events back into their proper political context do these 

episodes of violence take on a meaning beyond the mythic feuds of literary proportion. Although 

“Americans in general…[prefer] to segregate native violence into the darkest corners possible, 

lest it reveal too many corrupt realities,”61 a responsible analysis cannot deny the political factors 

involved. The word feud stands in stark opposition to the political realities of a county where 

violence came at the expense of real lives – winner take all. 
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